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Staying true to the line
2016 is a very
intensive trade
fair year. It all
started
with
the bauma in
Munich, which
once
again
attracted large
crowds
of
visitors.
And
now, with the IAA in Hannover, the
sector’s next highlight is waiting in the
wings. Such events are always a great
occasion to introduce oneself, with all
one´s qualities and advantages, to the
professional public.
Already at the bauma our stand was
able to welcome more interested people
than ever before. The vehicle types we
displayed were right in line with the
Zeitgeist, and this should prove to be
the case once again at the IAA, where
our latest development will be having
its big premiere: the PA-X. This low
pendle-axle is lower in its conversion
than anything comparable.
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Because it doesn´t just aim to achieve a
low loading height: with an unbeatable
stroke of 600mm the PA-X also satisfies
a further important requirement
with flying colours. And the bendingresistant structure makes it possible
to transport compact loads without
deflection compromises. The PA-X
is available as an attachment for the
CombiMAX as well as for the line of
the classic MultiMAX low loaders. More
than low – the motto speaks volumes.
Our goal is to always keep a decisive
step ahead in our activities. Moreover,
we remain very close to the customers.
Where there is a need, we will meet it!
And do so with exceptional quality! We
stay true to this line, because: that´s
Faymonville!
To make up your own mind, come visit
us at the IAA in Hannover (Open-air
Ground, stand M57).
Alain FAYMONVILLE
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PRODUCT TO THE MAX

Faymonville´s low pendle-axle causes a sensation

PA-X celebrates premiere at
the IAA
„More than low“ – with the PA-X, Faymonville has reached a
new developmental level in the area of pendle-axle bodies.

In vehicle construction, the structure of the axle body has long been a central
theme. Faymonville has now reached a new developmental level in the area of
pendle-axles. Recently, three letters have been on everyone’s lips: PA-X.
The abbreviation derives from our internal
vocabulary and refers to the „low pendleaxle“. Several goals were sought by the
development of this vehicle part. „Naturally, it
was supposed to be built as low as possible,
which at a loading height of 790mm could
absolutely be attained. Yet the PA-X has
much more to offer, and it makes possible
an unbeatable stroke of 600mm“, as Product
Manager Rainer Noe explains the most
striking characteristics. The motto speaks
volumes: More than low! Thanks to its
profound total concept, the PA-X pulls far
ahead of similar competing products.

790mm loading height with
600mm stroke
The PA-X is available for CombiMAX
combinations as well as classic MultiMAX low
loaders. With the CombiMAX it can be used
as a semi-modular system, meaning that the
rear PA-X loading deck can be combined with
front PA-X bogies (2- or 3-axle lines). This
results in a continuous loading platform of
790 mm (fully lowered). Meanwhile, the rear
PA-X loading deck can be used modularly

even with standard CombiMAX elements
(2-3 axle lines).
„For the classic MultiMAX low loaders, the
PA-X pendle-axles make a further payload
optimisation possible with a continuous
loading height of 790mm. In addition, the
MultiMAX can be equipped with single or
double telescopic extension as well as with
hydraulic dual- or single-ramps. And this at
a width of 2,850 or 3,000 mm“, as Rainer Noe
lists the special features of the PA-X in the
low loader segment.
Low, unbeatable stroke and a genuine power
package. With the PA-X, payloads of over
110 tonnes can be achieved in compliance
with §70. Moreover, the bending-resistant
construction makes it possible to transport
compact loads (e.g. transformers) without
compromises in deflection.

MegaMAX from BigMove order
At the IAA (stand FG M57) the focus is also
being put on a 3-axle MegaMAX low-bed
trailer that is part of a large order for BigMove.
This group consists of 13 medium-sized
company sites in Germany, the Netherlands,

PA-X: low, unbeatable
stroke and a genuine
power package.

Belgium, Austria and Poland. They share their
know-how, which together generates a 360°
performance spectrum in special transport.
Faymonville has built 21 MegaMAX low-bed
trailers for this consortium.
Unique in the sector is the telescopable
PrefaMAX inloader for the transport of
precast concrete parts. Faymonville is

also showing this model in Hannover. The
telescoped load length extends - in several
stages – from a basic length of 9,500mm to
a shaft dimension of 13,500mm. A 5-axle low
loader MultiMAX with wheel troughs as well
as a 3-axle TeleMAX flatbed semi-trailer with
double extension and lower loading height
round out the offer on display at the IAA.
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Flexibility and speed generate competitive advantage

Meier & Sohn combines successfully
The haulage firm Spedition Meier & Sohn was the first customer from Germany to
take delivery of a CombiMAX combination. The company established in Biederitz/
Magdeburg has already enjoyed a partnership with Faymonville for almost 25 years.
The narrow double ramp in
its folded state (< 300mm)
makes a longer loading
platform possible within the
EU limits.

Over the years, around 80 of the striking red
semi-trailers made their way to the eastern
part of Germany. One of the showpieces
is certainly the imposing CombiMAX
combination, which is truly impressive:
2 goosenecks, 16 axles, 1 Add-On-Beam
as well as widenable vesselbridges allow
the simultaneous use of two CombiMAX
combinations at any time.

Many use areas covered

The modular building block
around the MultiMAX Plus
makes numerous variants
possible.
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These elements result in an imposing
modular system, on which Meier & Sohn
draw depending on the job at hand. General
Manager Bernd Meier outlines the areas
of use as follows: „For us, the CombiMAX is
primarily used in connection with orders for
the wind energy industry (steel towers or
installations). But we also use the variable
possibilities for deploying the CombiMAX
either as a lowbed or a semi-combination for
machinery and installations, transformers or
boilers. In addition, we’ve already been able
to show what it can do in the construction
sector“.
Recently, the mechanics put together a
12-axle semi-low loader with telescopable
Add-On Beam. On the agenda this time was
the transport of an industrial boiler which,
at a weight of 85 tonnes, had imposing
dimensions: it was 30 metres long and had
a diameter of 5 metres. The mass wasn’t
really a challenge, because the selected
combination offers a technically possible

payload of over 150 tonnes. However, it was
especially the length that preoccupied the
planners of this construction site conversion.

The only modular telescopable
system world-wide
The CombiMAX of Faymonville offered the only
effective solution, thanks to its flexible-length
Add-On-Beams. Only the CombiMAX principle
can offer such a system of telescopable
modules. „The fast conversion as well as this
variability are the great advantage for us,
as a relatively small company. Because that
way we don´t need to have every type of low
loader in our fleet, which we couldn’t use to
full capacity in any case. The CombiMAX, by
contrast, is used every day and its flexibility
makes it a valuable tool“, says Bernd
Meier, reviewing the many advantages in
his personal day-to-day work. Moreover, in
order to complete the concept, a purchase of
turntables is still on the programme.
Like many other customers, Meier & Sohn
relies on this COMBIMAX concept, which
proves to be significantly more effective,
more user-friendly and naturally also less
expensive than conventional low loader
systems.

PRODUCT TO THE MAX

Roadshow through Europe illustrated the building block principle

CombiMAX hit the road

That theory and practice by no means have to be in contradiction was illustrated
by Faymonville with its CombiMAX Roadshow. The goal was to present the
revolutionary concept to interested parties in an up-close and concrete manner.

Before the eyes of the visitors, two mechanics transformed a 3+7 semi-low loader into a 4+6 lowbed combination.

The roadshow, where theory could be confirmed
by practice, evoked lively interest.

„Define your transport needs, put together
your vehicle combination“ – that’s exactly
the philosophy of the CombiMAX. A perfectly
modular system that makes maximum
flexibility possible. But precisely what does
this look like in reality? How fast can such a
conversion actually take place? Faymonville
wanted to give a very practical demonstration
of this to transport companies, and so it
set up camp with a CombiMAX in several
countries.

Short conversion time left
a deep impression
So far France, the Netherlands, Germany
and the United Kingdom have been on the
campaign plan, and more countries will follow
in the near future. We stopped at strategically
interesting points and invited the public to
drop by. In the Netherlands, for example,
we pitched our tent in Roosendaal, where

distribution partner Hertoghs Carrosserieën
made its infrastructure available.
Here, too, the offer met with lively interest.
„That such an event was organised virtually
in front of our door encouraged many guests
to come and visit”, noted the satisfied host
Roel Hertoghs. The first visitors already
showed up early in the morning. The
imposing CombiMAX, as a 3+7 combination
together with Add-On-Beam, was ready for
the first assessment. And how fast can it be
transformed into a classical lowbed? The
answer: very quickly!

Enthusiasm amongst the visitors
„Thanks to this roadshow, interested visitors
could see just how quickly and easily the

CombiMAX can be converted, just as it´s
communicated“, Roel Hertoghs perceived
an enormous product interest within the
framework of this event. „They showed
themselves to be really enthusiastic, after
what they were able to observe at this
roadshow”.
The pair of mechanics only required about an
hour in order to couple the „joker axle” from
the rear to the front bogie, remove the AddOn-Beam and integrate a flatbed in its place.
And thus was a 4+6 lowbed combination
born. The audience was astonished by this
impressive presentation. Moreover, both of
the demonstrated variants
permit a legal payload of up to
106 tonnes.
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Thoroughly renovated and equipped with practical options

Light construction leads to the MultiMAX Plus
At Faymonville, product development is an ever-ongoing process, and so a new vehicle
type has again joined the MultiMAX family. The suffix „Plus” makes it clear, however,
that there´s something more behind it . . .

„The MultiMAX Plus is very clearly oriented
towards a weight-optimised construction“,
notes Product Manager Rainer Noe while
explaining the background. With a fifth wheel
load of 18t, the MultiMAX Plus, despite a
slimmed-down chassis, continues to offer an
axle load of 10.5t. The gooseneck is optionally
offered in 150mm or 220mm construction
height. There is also the possibility of a
friction-steered or force-steered version.

MultiMAX Plus replaces the
EuroMAX in the programme

The modular building block around the MultiMAX Plus makes
numerous variants possible.

The narrow double ramp in its folded state (< 300mm)
makes a longer loading platform possible within the
EU limits.
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„The modular building block around this
vehicle type makes numerous variants
possible. Thus there is the MultiMAX Plus
as a 3-axle trailer, optionally with extension
and wheel troughs, which is replacing the
very successful EuroMAX semi-low loader
in the programme. This vehicle can be
deployed universally and serves to transport
wheel loaders, construction machinery, tall
goods or also separable (return) loads“,
Rainer Noe notes.
Loading height is a constant theme in the
transport sector. In order to reduce this to
the low value of 760mm, the MultiMAX Plus
is likewise available with 205/65R 17.5“ low
tyres, and this between 3 and 5 axles.
The version of the MultiMAX Plus with
special ramps, lifting platform and gratings
is ideal for the work platform transport.
„For this variant of the MultiMAX Plus, the
individually slidable ramps were improved

and a dock support as well as support legs
were integrated. Moreover, the hydraulic
ramps can be fully extended hydraulically,
without winch traction or steering rods.
In addition, optimised drive-over plates
at the rear edge ensure a smooth loading
process. For this, the MultiMAX Plus has a
hydraulic lifting platform with a load rating
up to 9t, which makes loading right up to the
gooseneck possible“, says the Faymonville
manager. A wireless remote control for
various hydraulic functions, the quick
release fastener with the ramp securing
and many more lashing points simplify the
driver´s job.

Compact double ramp allows
longer loading platform
Additional practical options are flashing
lights on the ramp end and work headlights
for increased safety, the chain depository on
the gooseneck or INOX stowage box.
A further significant plus with the „Plus“:
the size of the ramp in its folded state is
less than 300 mm! As a result, under EU
Regulation 1230/2012 the double ramp
does not count towards the total trailer
length. There thus results a legal longer
loading platform within the EU dimension of
16,500mm.

NETWORK TO THE MAX

TeleMAX-AAAX with swing axles permits better handling

For the longest wind blades
When French company Stex (Baudin
Chateauneuf
group)
performs
transport jobs, it often draws
astonished reactions from onlookers,
because the loaded wind blades with
a length of up to 60m cut through the
landscape like hot knives.
Internationally, wind energy continues to be a
key sector for special transports. This is also
true in France, where Stex plays an active
role in spectacular projects. As a means of
transport for these loads, three TeleMAX
flatbed semi-trailers with triple extension and
swing axles. This axle variant makes a higher
stroke (600 mm) possible than vehicles with

pneumatic or hydraulic suspension, and a
greater steering angle of up to 60 degrees.

Maximum adaptability in traffic
circles
Along with the axle system, this TeleMAX
has also built flexible technology into the
gooseneck. „The spring deflection of the
hydraulic suspension in this area makes it
possible to drive through roundabouts without
difficulties. As a result, other obstacles
that are often found at critical points can be
passed through more easily as well“, Stex
General Manager Jacques Lenoble enthuses
about the various advantages. Many wind
farms are set up on hard-to-get-to terrains
with narrow access roads, where such flexible
transport equipment is indispensable.

The increase of the rear ground clearance
allows the load itself to pivot over substantial
obstacles. Another advantage not to be
underestimated on winding roads, where
swing axles - along with the greater steering
angle - assure the vehicle a good left-right
equilibrium. „These TeleMAX flatbed semitrailers with swing axles offer us the ideal
solution for mastering the trickiest areas.
And our end customer saves money as well,
because preliminary route planning work is
minimised“, says Jacques Lenoble.

regard to positioning the rotor blade.
„In total this year around 150 rotor blades,
each with a length of 58 metres, will be
transported from the ports of Dieppe and La
Rochelle to the wind farm construction sites“,
notes the General Manager about the sizeable
order volume.
„When length matters“ – this product slogan
captures why the TeleMAX represented the
right choice.

150 rotor blades constitute the
volume
Thanks to the mobile extension on the
rearmost extendable part of the TeleMAX,
there is substantially greater flexibility with

In the meantime, wind blades can attain lengths of
more than 60 metres.
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Van Egdom appreciates the pragmatic thinking

„Faymonville always finds a solution”
One of Belgium’s leading transport companies is headquartered in the small Flemish town of Heist-op-den-Berg. The family
company Van Egdom has established itself here, from which it coordinates its activities.
In the meantime, the company’s infrastructure
is distributed across several branch offices
located throughout Belgium. Founder Paul
Van Egdom is still at the helm of the company,
whose full name is Transport P. Van EgdomMariën & Co NV. Special transports form
its main area of activity, and in this field one
also finds the common denominator with
Faymonville. And what does Paul Van Egdom
think of the collaboration with Faymonville,
which in the meantime has continued for

nearly 30 years ? „That we always find a
solution, no matter what the problem. Issues
are always clearly addressed and dealt
with very pragmatically. And the after-sales
service is always there when it´s needed”.

A CombiMAX was also added
From Faymonville´s broad product portfolio,
at Van Egdom one finds examples of almost
every vehicle type in the fleet. From the

MegaMAX lowbed to the MultiMAX low
loaders, from the flatbed semi-trailer
TeleMAX, the variable VarioMAX all the way
to the PrefaMAX for precast concrete parts.
The Flemish company also uses FlexMAX
self-steering trailers for long concrete beams
or EuroMAX light-construction semis. In
addition, Faymonville module lines regularly
take to the road for Van Egdom projects. And
as the most recent achievement a CombiMAX
combination was added, featuring 10 axles,

an Add-On-Beam and a lowbed. Some
MAX Trailer vehicles have also been acquired
in the meantime.
“Van Egdom is a highly dynamic company,
which can handle everything in special
transport from low to very high payloads“,
says Faymonville sales representative Filip
Verhoeven, who has been looking after this
important customer for many years now.
„It’s the largest heavy transport company in
Belgium, and belongs amongst the Top 10 in
Europe“. Carefully thought-out growth has
characterised Van Egdom´s development
every step of the way.

From low loader to the modular
range
Within three decades the deployment
strengths could be continually further
expanded. From light transport towards
heavy transport. From the classic low loader
towards the modular range. From a national
orientation towards an international one.
Company owner Paul Van Egdom leads
his company with exemplary intensity and
decisiveness. „He can generally still be
reached at his desk, even late in the evening“,
Filip Verhoeven observes about the hands-on
focus of his business partner.

Examples of almost every Faymonville vehicle type can
be found in Van Egdom´s fleet.
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TeleMAX-AA(A)X makes numerous transport variants possible

Deme Macarale uses FlexMAX to transport concrete beams

Stretched long, built low

Broad-shouldered through
Romania
Long and heavy – when you have to transport something that fits that description,
using a FlexMAX self-steering trailer is the ideal solution. Deme Macarale from
Romania also uses this Faymonville product for its purposes.

For larger-volume loads,
the low loading height of 1,100mm is ideal.

There are things that crop up in everyone´s day-to-day life and which all of us can use. That´s
why they´re commonly called „bread-and-butter products“. An interesting comparison,
which for the transport sector also applies to a variant from the TeleMAX family.
Because a flatbed semi-trailer with two rigid
and one friction-steered, or alternatively
with three hydraulically-steered axles can
be universally used for special transports.
„The very low loading height of 1,100mm is an
absolute plus, when loads of greater volume
are on the agenda“, as Jörg Ehrhardt from the
Lorenz-Althoff company in Haltern am See
(Germany) describes an advantage in his own
day-to-day working life dealing with flatbed
semi-trailers. His company has long been a
purchaser of such TeleMAX products. „We use

them to transport long equipment like steel
beams, pipes or wooden structures“.
Nor are transports of construction machines,
prefabricated concrete parts and of course
wind blades a problem for the versatile
TeleMAX in day-to-day life. The loading
platform can be telescoped up to three times
in order to be extended several times over.
Moreover, since the classic 6x2 tractor units
also come with a fifth wheel height of 950mm,
the entire fifth wheel load (18 tonnes) can be
used.

With a total of ten operating sites throughout
the country, within just a few years the
family company from Oradea has attained a
substantial size. „We offer mobile and crawler
cranes with a weight-carrying capacity of up
to 750 tonnes. In addition, special transports
for the concrete industry constitute our
core business, where we also handle the
installation of the transported goods”, as
General Manager Cristian Deme describes
the company’s demanding fields of activity.
In the spring, two 3 plus 5-axle FlexMAX
self-steering trailers of Faymonville made
their way to Eastern Europe. „We use these

vehicles to transport concrete beams to their
destination. These colossuses attain lengths
of 24 to 46 metres and weigh between 20 and
a maximum of 70 tonnes“.
It is precisely prerequisites like these that
are tailor-made for Faymonville’s FlexMAX.
Thanks to its autonomously-following
steering system, roundabouts and tight
corners are no obstacle. Even the most
extreme weight loads can be transported
without any difficulties.

With the FlexMAX, concrete beams of up to 46m in
length can be transported even over winding roads.
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New production site features pure high-tech

Cutting-edge surface treatment techniques
Weathering and environmental influences as well as corrosion and stone chips are the biggest enemies of a steel structure. For the
long-term protection of the surfaces of the semi-trailer, Faymonville relies on a fully-coordinated surface treatment system.
It goes by the name of MAXProtect+! And
whatever bears the name “MAX” on its
surface, also has MAX inside: namely
maximum chassis protection. In the new
production hall in Lentzweiler (Luxembourg),
the ultramodern surface treatment forms the
heart of the infrastructure. „All of the stages
and processes that this process contains from painting to metallisation, including shot
blasting and sandblasting - are developed,
tested and performed „in-house”, explains
Technical Director Guy Fickers.

The workpieces are suspended
and pass through the entire
surface process.
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deployed technology was here. The huge blue
blasting facility, through which the steel parts
are first passed, looms imposingly. It is striking
to see how everything is already hanging
vertically, as the Technical Director explains:
„The flexible workpiece transport - for chassis
up to 13 metres long and up to 10 tonnes in
weight - takes place via an overhead dual-track
suspension system with friction wheel drives.
The workpieces are suspended on this and
passed through the entire surface process“.

All processes 100% in-house

Spray galvanisation by electric
arc

A peek in the halls quickly makes clear just
how high the requirement profile for the

After the blast cleaning with metallic blasting
material comes the manual blasting. This

During the metallisation,
a roughly 50 – 70 μm thick
zinc/aluminium coating is
sprayed on.

entails the manual cleaning and refinement
of the surface with mineral blasting agents
(corundum). Then comes the stage of spray
galvanisation. „Here, prior to the painting,
a roughly 50 – 70 μm thick zinc/aluminium
coating is sprayed on. This metallisation
maximises the corrosion protection, optimally
protects against edge rust and increases the
adhesiveness and resistance of the surface
coating”, as Guy Fickers spells out the
advantages of this work stage.
The subsequent joint sealing prevents rust
from developing in the gaps. Then a primer
– a 2-component zinc epoxy with an 85% zinc
content - is applied to the chassis. And after
that a 2-component top coat is applied as a
„direct-to-metal“ final coating.
In order to prevent corrosion in hollow
spaces, these are then sealed. Optionally, a
saltwater-resistant complete preservation
can also be done.
This
perfectly-optimised
MAXProtect+
process guarantees the best surface
protection in the entire low loader sector with
a quality standard that far surpasses that of
the utility vehicle sector.

COMPANY TO THE MAX

Training programme serves to deepen technical knowledge

Faymonville Academy as internal learning centre
The technical structure of low loaders and the way they function are quite
complex. Even experienced professionals will acknowledge that they’ve by no
means learned everything. Progress never stops, and so it makes good sense to
offer continuous training courses on a regular basis.
With these considerations in mind, Faymonville
has now set up its very own Academy that
will offer systematic training courses so that
knowledge is transmitted in a coherent manner.

The framework is constituted by
four training modules
„Highly-trained employees form the beating
heart of any company that is functioning
well. For the Faymonville management, this

has long been a particular interest as well as
being firmly anchored in the company’s quality
policy”, says training leader Albert Balke, who
is coordinating this important project.
The continuous training courses are divided
into four areas: basic knowledge, advanced
knowledge, product knowledge and brief
training sessions.
The basic knowledge chapter includes
a general introduction to utility vehicle
technology. Several types of vehicle are first

explained, and only then does one go deeply
into the details, analysing the components that
make up a semi-trailer. A review of the most
important legal regulations and authorisation
requirements for exceptional cases completes
this training.
„The area of advanced knowledge focuses on
important themes of vehicle technology: axles,
suspension, steering, load distribution, forces
and bending moments. Within the context of the
product knowledge training, precise technical
instructions are given on specific product
types. All of the technical characteristics and
advantages are spelled out“, as the manager
explains the differentiated structure.
The brief training sessions offer introductions
to the latest relevant themes. For example,

topics are addressed on which information has
only recently been released.

Vehicle construction constantly
offers new themes
„Depending on their area of responsibilities,
the Faymonville employees or the external
participants are sent to one or several of these
training courses. Tests are given afterwards
so that personal certificates can be issued”,
Albert Balke notes.
The variety of vehicle structures and the wide
product range at Faymonville will certainly
ensure that we never run out of training
topics!

Depending on their area of responsibilities, the
participants are sent to participate in one or several
training courses.

Well-trained employees constitute the basis for useful, informative customer interactions.
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Australia is counting on the PrefaMAX
Faymonville was already able to secure a foothold „down under“
long ago. Low loader or flatbed semi-trailers from Belgium can
be spotted both in the Outback and in the population centres.
With two PrefaMAX vehicles, an additional product type recently
made the long trip to end customer WA Specialised Transport.
„Demand for these 3-axle inloaders for transporting finished
concrete elements has risen sharply over the past few years.
High load safety and optimal operating efficiency are always
big draws in this sector. The PrefaMAX met our specifications
down to the smallest details“, adds Mike Dunbar of the firm
MRSK Pty Ltd about yet another high-performance product.
Special technical feature: the vehicle width of the inloaders
was adapted to Australian standards and amounts to 2,490mm.

16 units for Gardemann
German company Gardemann has 3,500 work platforms that
are on call nationwide in over 30 rental stations. For their
transport, Gardemann placed a large order with Faymonville,
ordering 16 vehicles of the MultiMAX Plus product type at
one go. Yet another sign of loyalty, because the business
relationship between the two companies already goes back
many years. „Gardemann appreciates the advantages offered by
this semi-trailer, which is specially designed for work platform
transport“, explains Group Category Manager José Hurtado
Martinez. „The fully-galvanised MultiMAX Plus has grating
floors, numerous lashing points and an incomparably long
loading platform, all while still keeping the total trailer length
under the 16.5m limit. Added to this are various accessories
(winch, chain storage, etc.), and the forced steering assures
ideal manoeuvrability in tight spaces“.

Faymonville
travelling to China
and India

As part of its worldwide activities, Faymonville is also striving
to deepen its market position in China and India, and two trade
fair dates towards the end of this year should prove helpful in
this endeavour. The big bauma has in the meantime spawned
a few offshoot events of its own, and Faymonville will also
be participating in its most far-away ones. A presence at the
bauma China (22 - 25 November 2016) should increase our
name recognition in the far east. The long term objective is
to develop vehicles specifically for the Chinese transport
market. This approach is also being followed for India, where
the module range and flatbed semi-trailers of the Telemax
type are in particular demand. The bauma Conexpo (BC) India
(12 - 15 December 2016) will serve as the ideal platform for
these products.
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